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Minor Curricular Change
Change in MIS Specialization

1. Details:
   a) Change Requested: Add "Managing International Business" as a new course requirement for all business students who specialize in MIS. Delete COBOL as a requirement for all business students who specialize in MIS.
   b) Sponsor: Diane Hamilton, Department of Management/MIS

2. Rationale:
   a) Statement of Need: The results of our program level assessment in Business (the ETS Major Field Test) showed that our students do not have a good understanding of international issues in business. As this is an important perspective of business, all business students will now be expected to take a course dedicated to these issues. A new course, Managing International Business, has been proposed, and this is the course to be taken by students specializing in MIS. For several years the MIS faculty have been debating the value of including a COBOL programming course in the specialization. At this time it was decided to delete the COBOL requirement from the MIS specialization.
   b) Curricular Effect: A new 3-credit requirement is added to the MIS specialization and a corresponding 3-credit requirement is deleted. Therefore, the total requirements for the specialization remain the same.

3. Results of Consultation:
   a) List all parties consulted: The Computer Science Department was consulted on this proposal since they offer the COBOL course and need to know that the potential demand for that course will decrease over the next few years.
   b) Consultation replies: An e-mail response was received from Seth Bergmann, chair of the Computer Science Department. He has no problem with this curriculum change.
From: "Seth Bergmann" <Bergmann@rowan.edu>  
To: <hamilton@rowan.edu>  
Date: 2/9/00 11:00AM  
Subject: Re: COBOL

Diane,

In view of the fact that the usage of COBOL throughout the world is diminishing, in comparison with other languages, I support your proposal. We will continue to offer COBOL, one section per semester. In a few years it may be necessary to reduce the offering to once per year, or once every other year.

Sincerely,

Seth Bergmann  
Computer Science  
Department Chair  
Rowan University  
856-256-4806  
Glassboro NJ 08028  
bergmann@rowan.edu

>>> "Diane Hamilton" <hamilton@rowan.edu> 02/08/00 04:19PM >>>
Following up on our phone conversation, I am submitting a curriculum proposal that will delete COBOL as a requirement for MIS majors. This wouldn't actually take effect for several years, since the curriculum change process will take a year, and then it will take another two years or so for students to fulfill this requirement. After that time, should the department decide to continue to offer this course, it is likely that some students would want to take it as part of their restricted elective bank. Would you please respond with your "ok"? Thanks.

CC: "Evelyn Amato" <Amato@groupwise.rowan.edu>, "Gerald R Arena"<Arena@groupwise.rowan.edu>